Characterization of the solvation dynamics of an ionic liquid via molecular dynamics simulation.
The solvation dynamics of ionic liquids have been the subject of intense experimental study but remain poorly understood. We present the results of molecular dynamics simulations of the solvation dynamics of the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate in response to photoexcitation of the fluorescent dye coumarin-153. We reproduce the time-resolved fluorescence Stokes shift using linear response theory, then use novel statistical techniques to analyze cation and anion contributions to the signal. We find that the solvation dynamics are dominated by collective ionic motion and characterize the time scale for various features of the collective response. Further, we use the Steele analysis [Mol. Phys. 61, 1031 (1987)] to characterize the contributions to the observed Stokes shift made by translational and rovibrational degrees of freedom. Our results indicate that in contrast to molecular liquids, the rovibrational response is trivial and the observed fluorescence response arises almost entirely from ionic translation. Our results resolve previously open questions in the literature about the nature of the rapid dynamics in room-temperature ionic liquids and offer insight into the physical principles governing ionic liquid behavior on longer time scales.